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This review analyzes and summarizes the research results for oxide material synthesis by combustion of organic-inorganic mixtures. We have
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1. Introduction
Among the methods for oxide compounds and oxide-based materials, those using salts of different composition
as starting materials and the reaction environments occupy an important place both in terms of scientific research
[1–13] and for practical purposes [14–18]. These methods for oxide material synthesis have been proposed as
alternative for solid-phase synthesis of oxide reagents, the implementation of which requires, as a rule, high-
temperature and long-term cyclic thermal powder treatment [19–25]. It should be noted that there are methods for
solid-phase synthesis with high-rate solid-phase chemical oxide interaction, however, the number of such methods
is limited [26–33].
Solid-phase oxide reagent synthesis does not often make it possible to produce single-phase products if their
thermal stability is limited. Such instances may be the synthesis of LaNiO3 [34–36], BiFeO3 [20, 37–39]. In the
source-oxide synthesis of LaNiO3 and BiFeO3, as noted in [20, 34], the acceptable process rate is achieved at
temperatures exceeding the thermal stability interval of these compounds. The application of such techniques as
solid-phase nanoscale oxide powder synthesis does not always yield positive results. Such cases are addressed, e.g.
in [40–42]. The method utilizing thin-film layered complex composition oxides for synthesis, sometimes permits
high-rate solid-phase interaction of components at relatively low temperatures [29, 32], although this method is
not always feasible since it is technologically complex to produce such compositions. It is not always possible
to sufficiently increase the solid-phase interaction of oxide powders by using mechanochemical synthesis [43–50].
The scope of high-rate chemical solid-phase reactions at relatively mild temperature conditions, as mentioned
in [28], is somewhat limited.
In this regard, various alternatives of the “soft chemistry” methods [14, 51–85] have been rapidly developed
recently. Various “soft chemistry” methods have helped produce a large number of oxide compounds of varying
compositions, structure, dispersity, including as nano-powders. In a great number of “soft chemistry” methods,
the disadvantages are, as a rule, complex preparation of precursors and the source reaction compositions, complex
instrumentation for the synthetic process, low reaction yields. In some cases, it makes it impractical to use such
methods. Thus, despite the prospects of developing “soft chemistry” methods to produce oxide materials, especially
nanomaterials, in many cases, these methods cannot, for the above reason, satisfy the demands in the synthesis of
oxide materials, including nanostructured materials.
The methods that will be discussed below are based on the pyrolysis of mixtures consisting of salts or related
forms of the source reagents and the organic part. Unlike the Pechini method [14], this review will consider the
oxide synthesis processes as occurring in terms of redox reactions that are considerably exothermic. The initial state
of the precursors used is, as a rule, a solution. Therefore, these methods are termed Solution Combustion Synthesis
(SCS) [86, 87]. If nitrates or other oxidizing agents are used as salt forms, the pyrolysis processes can occur after
their initiation, in particular the thermal one, in modes similar to that of self-propagating high-temperature synthesis
(SHS) [88–91].
Pyrolytic synthesis may be related to the group of methods in which the phase formation processes take place
in conditions far removed from equilibrium [92]. Such methods include co-sedimentation, solvent replacement,
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thermal salt decomposition, spray pyrolysis, Sol-gel methods, cryochemical synthesis, mechanochemical synthesis,
etc.
In general, methods that use salts as reagents allow reduction of the synthetic temperature and duration,
producing oxide compounds in the form of fine powders, including nano-powders. Herewith, some of these
methods have inherent disadvantages such as possible lack of the resulting product homogeneity due to spatial
separation of reagents during the synthetic process [29]. The implementation of some of these methods may
lead to waste products, requiring disposal or recycling, for example, hazardous wastewater, toxic gases. The
methods related to SCS are relatively simple, allowing mitigation of the negative aspects inherent in many methods
where salts are applied as reagents. Different variants of SCS methods have enabled synthesis of a large number
of oxide compounds in the form of nano-powders which are promising for functional and structural material
manufacture [93–136]. For this reason, the SCS methods have recently attracted considerable attention.
For this review, one of the objectives is to address the specificities of SCS methods and those physicochemical
aspects that are important for the most effective SCS implementation. The review is based on the results obtained
by the authors, which have not been hitherto analyzed and summarized in a review on the oxide synthesis of by
SCS method. In this respect, this review can be considered as complementary to the currently available reviews
on material production by SCS methodology [137–148].
Different materials have been produced using compositions containing water-soluble nonionic surface-active
polymers, mainly Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), Polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) and metal nitrates as the salt compo-
nents. For example, high-temperature superconductors [149–154], oxide magnetic materials with magnetoplumbite
structure [155], perovskite-structured compounds [156–161] with catalytic and other properties allowing their ap-
plication as catalysts for atmospheric protection from toxic emissions, as components of solid oxide fuel cells,
electrochemical oxygen source and in other fields, solid solutions based on fluorite-type cerium dioxide [162]
which also has a variety of applications, monazite-type alkali metal doped lanthanum vanadate [127] which was
used as a catalyst for soot oxidation by nitrogen oxides and atmosheric oxygen, and other materials. The oxides, as
previously mentioned, can be obtained not only as powders, but as deposited coatings [151–154,156,157,160,163].
In particular, nanostructured catalysts for atmosphere protection from toxic emissions have been obtained by the
SCS method [126,127,130,156–158,160,164].
In addition to the above-mentioned water-soluble polymers, in some cases, other compounds may be used as
the organic component as well: polymethyl methacrylate, polyacrylamide, polyethylene glycol (PEG), methylcel-
lulose (MC). The application of such polymers arises from their specific properties, in particular, melts flowing
into cavities may be produced when heating PEG-based systems. MC is able to form gels at relatively low
concentrations. One SCS method utilizes a process whereby initial solutions are evaporated until reaching the
initial temperature of spontaneous pyrolysis. The other is performed by drying the composition at a relatively
low temperature, ambient evaporation, vacuum, low infrared heating drying, etc. The second variant of the SCS
methodology is more frequently used for the production of functional coatings.
In materials technology, the potential to produce oxide materials by pyrolytic methods not only as powders
but as coatings on various carriers is important. Given this fact, a special SCS variant was suggested [165], in
which the nonionic surfactant water-soluble polymers having, inter alia, a good film-forming ability were used as
the organic precursor. SCS coating production will also be discussed in this review.
The results of oxide material synthesis by SCS method are influenced by a range of physical and chemical
factors which should be logically considered in the same sequence of basic procedures of final production. The
most important material features ensuring their functional properties include phase composition, homogeneous
chemical composition of phases or the specified ratio of components within them, dimensions and morphology of
particles, their boundary or surface state, including the mobility of components which is manifested, in particular,
in sintering processes [166,167], etc.. At the first stage of precursor production, one of the main tasks is to ensure
homogeneity. Herewith, this requirement remains relevant for removal of the solvent during its evaporation and
precursor drying. The second of the most important aspects is the actual pyrolysis (combustion) of the mixtures.
The choice of systems containing inorganic and organic components has a significant effect on the combustion
characteristics and the products’ properties. Let us add that the target additives such as low-ash content surfactants
improve the source composition spreading on the carrier surface etc., may sometimes be introduced into the
polymer-salt compositions (PSC). Water is a universal solvent for precursors, although non-aqueous solutions can
be also used to produce oxides.
2. Organic-inorganic precursors
The existence of homogeneous precursors is determined by both thermodynamic and kinetic factors. In order
to thermodynamically analyze the possible of existence of homogeneously consistent systems, it is customary to use
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phase state diagrams which are the physicochemical basis for developing new materials and technologies [168]. In
cases of precursors being produced at atmospheric pressure and room temperature, one can use isobaric-isothermal
sections of state diagrams. It should be noted that the presence of nitrate salts in the precursors is in no way a strict
requirement. For instance, formates [151], acetates [169], and other thermally degradable forms of the respective
metals may be used. This choice affects the specificities of both the precursor production and the combustion
process. A number of metals such as vanadium, molybdenum, tungsten may be included in source compositions
as part of oxygen-containing anions (in particular, polyoxometallates): VO−4 Mo7O
6−
24 , W12O
10−
41 . However, in
case of cationic metal forms, the nitrate systems which ensure active exothermic reactions during pyrolysis are
used most frequently. In fact, metals can also constitute part of the precursor compositions as oxygen-containing
cations, such as zirconyl ZrO2+. In [170–177], the corresponding phase diagrams were made for some rather
typical representatives of polymer-salt-water systems used as precursors. Similar diagrams can also be made for
systems containing low-molecular organic components. The common system type is one in which diagrams have
areas of homogeneity separated by areas where two or three phases coexist (Fig. 1-4). Limited homogenous
areas are adjacent to each of the triangle vertices where the system is enriched with one of components: aqueous
solutions of the corresponding salt and polymer, the polymer matrix comprising water and a salt component, and
a salt phase which may include both water and a polymer component. The two-phase areas include, for example,
aqueous saline solution containing a polymer gel, drip formation of an aqueous saline solution in the polymer film
(Fig. 5), the salt crystals in the polymer matrix or in an aqueous solution, etc. Upon removal of solvent (water),
the system composition passes through a line (Fig. 1, the dotted line with long dashes) which corresponds to the
constant ratio between the salt and polymer weight, transitioning to heterogeneous areas, including the three-phase
diagram segment. This type of diagram is typical for polymers which partially mix with water, such as PVA, as
well as for organic components (e.g., glycine) which are sparingly water-soluble.
FIG. 1. Isothermal phase diagram section, tetrahydrate heptamolybdate ammonium - water -
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) system. 1 – area of existence of homogeneous polymer-saline solutions
in water in the light; 2 – the same in the dark; 3 – homogeneous area of solid-phase samples; 4 –
hypothetical solid, polymer-containing, salt component-based solutions; 5 – area of three-phase
coexistence: liquid polymer-saline solutions, solid polymer-saline solutions, and saline phase;
6 – biphasic area with a solid matrix, comprising solid and liquid polymer-saline solutions; 7 –
biphasic area corresponding to the equilibrium between the solid polymer-saline solutions and the
salt phase.
Despite the fact that the precursor homogeneity should, as a rule, be broken when removing the solvent in the
above system, there are a number of factors, due to which the occurrence of multiphase systems can be substantially
inhibited. Thus, the possibility to adsorb the organic components on the surface of the emerging salt microcrystals
has a positive effect on the decreasing trend in system phase separation. In particular, the polymeric shell prevents
their growth by blocking, at least partially, the ion supply from the solution [178, 179]. The increase in the rate
of solvent removal, e.g. in precursor vacuuming, allows quicker passage through heterogeneous areas of the phase
diagram, and in some cases, phases which were supposed to have formed do not have time to take shape spatially.
This leads, for example, to the formation of metastable glassy films. Under similar conditions, the polymers of
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FIG. 2. A fragment of the phase salt – water – polymer diagram in the light. A – single-phase
area of aqueous polymer-saline solutions (1); B – biphasic areas of existence of liquid and solid
solutions with liquid disperse medium (2) and of the liquid solution and the salt phase (3); C –
triphasic area of coexistence of liquid and solid solutions with the salt phase (4)
FIG. 3. Isothermal section of the phase diagram of the La(NO3)3·6H2O system – polyvinyl
alcohol – water at room temperature. 1, 2 – areas of homogeneous solutions (aqueous and
polymer-based), 3, 4, 5, 7 – biphasic areas (with salt crystallization – 5, 7, gelation – 4, drip
inclusions in the polymer matrix), 6 – triphasic area with gelation and crystalline salt precipitation
occurred simultaneously
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FIG. 4. Isothermal section of phase diagram of the ammonium vanadate system – polyvinyl alco-
hol – water at room temperature: 1 – area of homogeneous aqueous solutions under natural light;
2 – the same after exposure to UV radiation; 3 – heterogeneous area; 4 – area of homogeneous
polyvinyl alcohol-based solutions; 5 – polymer-saline, ammonium vanadate based complexes
FIG. 5. Micrograph of drip formations in the PVA film containing copper nitrate (200x)
lower molecular weight are better able to suppress the growth of crystallites [153], which is a result of fewer steric
difficulties in their adsorption on the solid-phase nuclei.
The polymers and organic compounds which are absolutely water-miscible are characterized by another type of
phase diagram (Figs. 6–8). This type allows solvent removal while remaining within the homogeneous region. If the
salt component dissolves rather poorly in water, the homogeneity range is narrow and is difficult to be practically
employed (Fig. 6). The most advantageous type to preserve the precursor homogeneity is a diagram with good
salt solubility (Figs. 7,8). It involves, in particular, those practically important systems which include PVP and
soluble metal nitrates such as lanthanum and its analogs, as well as of transition metals, e.g. copper, nickel, cobalt,
manganese, etc. Glycerin-inclusive systems are also practically relevant. We should note that such systems are
characterized by the existence of a liquid-phase immiscibility area, i.e. the existence of the area in which two
liquid phases coexist. The availability of liquid-phase immiscibility (Figs. 9,10) can be observed depending on
existence of a lower or upper critical point in the phase diagram when the liquid precursor temperature is changed,
for example, when it is heated for water evaporation, which must also be considered in practical terms.
In the ammonium heptamolybdate – polyvinylpyrrolidone – water system, in particular, at room temperature
(Fig. 9), there is a field of homogeneous solutions (1), the areas of the salt component crystallization (2) and (3),
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FIG. 6. Phase state diagram for the ammonium tungstate – polyvinylpyrrolidone – water system.
The content of components in mass proportions. I – the area of homogeneous solutions; II –
heterogeneous area of coexistence of the salt phase and the solution
FIG. 7. Isothermal section of the phase state diagram for the lanthanum nitrate – polyvinylpyrroli-
done – water system. 1 – the area of existence of homogeneous aqueous polymer-saline solutions
(the respective compositions of experimental samples are marked with triangles); 2 – the area of
liquid immiscibility (circles); 3 – the triphasic area of coexistence of two liquid phases and salt
crystals (asterisks)
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FIG. 8. Isothermal section of the phase state diagrams for the copper nitrate – polyvinylpyrroli-
done – water system. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 7
FIG. 9. The phase state diagram for the tetrahydrate ammonium heptamolybdate –
polyvinylpyrrolidone – water system. The explanations are given in the text
where the liquid and solid phases coexist. Unlike the previous diagram types where there is amorphous crystal
immiscibility, we can see the area of amorphous liquid immiscibility in the system (4). The salt phase (6) coexists
with two liquid phases in the area (5). The study of the temperature effect on the phase separation processes of this
system showed that the amorphous immiscibility area expands by the temperature increase (in particular, at 70◦C).
This is reflected as a dotted-line projection in the diagram (Fig. 9). At a lower temperature (15◦C), the samples
whose compositions are marked with asterisks, by contrast, did not show liquid immiscibility. Fig. 10 shows the
poly-thermal phase diagram section along the A–B line, it is clear that the complexity of this diagram is caused by
the upper and lower critical immiscibility points. The ammonium heptamolybdate – PVA – water system is also
characterized by liquid-phase immiscibility which manifests itself with temperature increase (Fig. 11).
It should also be noted that the formation of complexes or associates between the metal ions and the organic
component can have a favorable effect on the solubility of salt components, thus expanding the area of homogeneity
for the solutions [180–182]. Some well-known examples of these samples are glycerin and glycine complexes of
transition metals, in particular copper. Table 1 gives data for comparing the strength of glycine and other transition
metal complexes. The possibility to form associates between similar metal ions and polymer components expands
the homogeneity area on the phase diagrams, as well as inhibits secretion and growth of phase non-homogeneities
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FIG. 10. Poly-thermal diagram section (Fig. 9). K – the area of salt crystallization; P – the area
of liquid-phase (amorphous) immiscibility. Further explanations are given in the text
FIG. 11. Poly-thermal sectional phase-diagram fragment (Fig. 1) along the A–B line. The dots
denote experimental points. 1 – Homogeneous solutions; 2, 4 – area of coexistence of two liquid
phases; 3 – the coexistence of liquids and crystals; 5 – the area of amorphous crystalline immis-
cibility
in the process of solvent removal. The literature has data for the transition metal complexation with water-soluble
nonionic polymers; the information regarding the PVA is given in Table 2. The papers [180, 181] studied the
thermodynamics of polymer complexation, and their low molecular weight analogs, with metal cations and anionic
forms including a multicharged metal (Mo) in some systems. In particular, it was found, as exemplified by the
interaction of PVA, PVP, polyethylene glycol (PEG) with ions of cadmium(II) and copper(II), that PVP interacts the
most actively with the divalent ions. This is shown for Cd2+ at higher negative values of the interaction enthalpy,
the Gibbs energy and the complex formation constant. For Cu2+ ions, as compared to cadmium complexation,
the constant is even higher; however, the energy factor does not contribute to spontaneous emergence of its
complexes. Table 3 shows the significant role of the entropy factor in the complexation. The complexation is
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accompanied, in particular, by dehydration of ions and functional groups of organic compounds which act as
ligands. Herewith, the water molecules released during dehydration gain translational mobility. Due to this, in
particular, the system’s entropy may increase. In [183], it was shown that water-soluble polymers of various origins
can differently influence the water structure and the ability of ions to form the ion complexes (associates) with the
polymer. The damaged structure of water in solutions of rather more hydrophobic PVA causes increased hydration
interactions between the ions and water molecules. Stabilization of water structure in hydrophilic PVP solutions
should determine greater development of polymer – ion solvation effects and the increase in the tendency for ion
association or complexation with polymer molecules. The determining role of the above entropy factor was also
confirmed by the example of the studied complex polyoxometalates, including a polymer component (PVA) [184].
The study of ammonium heptamolybdate-containing systems revealed that the low-molecular substance (ethylene
glycol which can also be considered as a glycerin analogue), as compared to the high-molecular compounds of
similar structure (PVA), is able to interact more actively with heptamolybdate (Table 3).
TABLE 1. The stability constants for complexes of heavy metals with organic ligands [185]
Ligand
IgKc
Ni2+ Zn2+ Cd2+ Cu2+ Pb2+
NH3 2.8 2.37 2.65 4.25
Glutathione (RS1−) 4.0 5.0 6.16
Imidazole (=N) 3.0 2.52 2.8
Acetate (O1−) 0.8 0.7 1.2
Glycine 5.52 4.8 8.62 5.47
Oxalate 4.68 4.0 6.19 4.0
OH 4.4 4.6 6.3 6.2
Carbonate 4.8 4.0 6.77 6.2
Humic acids (pH8) 5.3 5.0 5.0 5.3-8
Surface particles (pH8) -3.6 -3.7 -1.8 -1.7
TABLE 2. Complexation constants and thermodynamic parameters of M(II) – PVA reactions [186]
M(II) lg(K1) lg(K2) lg(K) ∆G, kcal/mol
−∆G1 −∆G2 −∆Gaver.
Co 5.67 5.32 11.06 8.18 6.42 16.0
Ni 6.21 5.60 11.82 8.36 7.90 16.0
Cu 8.07 7.86 15.93 11.53 11.10 22.52
Zn 6.94 6.63 13.57 10.14 9.52 19.23
One study [187] suggested a structure model for complexes of oxygen-containing ions with polymers (Fig. 12).
As shown in [182, 186], the interaction of different ions with the polymer macromolecules, in view of significant
influence of the entropy factor as well, is of the specific features as manifested in heterogeneous ion distribution in
the solution, both between the macromolecules therein and within a single macromolecule joined in the interaction.
The interconnection of ions and the polymer is facilitated on the chain section which is adjacent to the previously
attached ion. In the case of polyoxometalate ions, this leads to induced-rigidity portions of the polymer chains,
while the solutions, which become similar to liquid crystals, gain mesomorphic properties [187, 188]. The films
derived from these solutions indicate a coaxial orientation for the rigid fragments of the polymer-saline associates
(Fig. 13); in this case, apparently, they are perpendicular to the film surfaces. This is shown by a specific kind of
x-ray diffraction patterns of the films [187,189]. When deriving oxide materials from textured films, you can expect
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TABLE 3. Thermodynamic parameters of Cd2+ and Cu2+ ion complexation with PVA, PEG,
PVP at room temperature [181]
System Kp
∆G0compl ∆H
0
compl T∆S
0
compl
kJ/mol
Cd2+ – PVA 2.3·104 −24.9 −0.25 24.6
Cd2+ – PEG 2.2·108 −47.6 −0.46 46.9
Cd2+ – PVP 9.1·104 −28.3 −0.75 27.5
Cu2+ – PVA, PEG 3.1·106 −37.1 24.0 61.1
at least partial texture inheritance by the complex oxide coatings on the media [163]. The issues regarding the
pyrolytic production of textured coatings are of practical interest. The phenomenon of directional salt component
crystallization is evident in the polymer-saline compositions (PSC) on single crystal substrates in those cases where
crystallization is not suppressed (Fig. 14). It is practically possible to produce textured oxide films from such
precursors, (Fig. 15), for example, the superconducting ones [163], in which the crystallites have a preferential
orientation.
FIG. 12. Polymer-saline ammonium heptamolybdate and polyvinyl alcohol complex structure M=Mo
When exposed to light, the precursors comprising ions of such metals as vanadium, tungsten, molybdenum
allow for partial reduction of metals due to photochemical reactions of the electron transfer from the polymer
component to the oxygen-containing ion. Any earlier associates remain unchanged; however, the formation of
charge-transfer complexes may affect the type of the phase diagram, thus expanding in particular the homogeneity
area (Figs. 1,4) due to the better solubility of such complexes. Incidentally, such PSC may be used as catalytic
materials for photochemical processes under mild conditions [190, 191]: e.g. the sulfide oxidation to polysulfide,
selective oxidation of α-pinene to verbenol or verbenone etc. The flow of autocatalytic oscillatory reactions
discovered in PSC themselves [192, 193] contributes to this as well. Polymer film compositions which include
partially recovered vanadium, molybdenum and tungsten ions have been proposed for use as membranes of ion-
selective electrodes which are sensitive to the aforementioned ion concentrations in the solutions studied [179,194].
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FIG. 13. X-ray diffraction pattern (CuK-radiation) of the polymer-saline ammonium tungstate –
PVA (2 and 10 % w, in initial solution respectively) film composition
FIG. 14. Salt component (Y, Ba, Cu nitrates) crystallization in the PVA films to derive
YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBC) a – on the glass (200×); b – on the single crystal MgO substrate (100x).
The least soluble barium nitrate crystallizes prevalently, then, crystallites grow from the primary
crystal faces
To conclude this Section, we should mention another option to produce homogeneous precursors in those
cases where the oxides are composed of ions of vanadium, molybdenum, tungsten [195–198] and metals with
similar chemical properties. There is precipitation when introducing the ions of most alkaline earth, rare earth,
and transition metals into such metallic saline solutions to produce the respective complex oxides. The precipitate
contents of the low-solubility compounds are variable and depend on several factors: temperature, concentration,
acidity, the mixing sequence of initial solutions, and in some cases, even on the mixing intensity. This makes it
difficult to produce a complex oxide a strictly defined stoichiometry. The mixing of solutions, with a polymeric
component available, allows production of a stable gel with a given composition [199, 200] due to the fact that
the reagents are pre-connected with a polymer into the complexes. Then, a three-dimensional spatial grid which
includes the corresponding ions as uniformly distributed by volume is formed in the gel. It is possible to remove
water from such gels without breaking their homogeneity, and to carry out pyrolytic synthesis of complex oxide,
including on the media, as implemented in the course of producing the lanthanum-cesium vanadate, the soot
oxidation catalyst [201]. The alkali metal compounds (in this case, the cesium nitrate) participate scarcely in
complexation, and are included in the precursor as the dispersed-phase components of the polymer-salt matrix.
The systems described can be represented by diagrams of the gel stability to spatial phase separation, as similar
visually to the phase diagrams (Fig. 16) having a lower critical immiscibility point.
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FIG. 15. Stages of the oriented YBC film formation of the polymer-saline composition: a –
500×; b – 1000×
FIG. 16. Stability diagrams for polymer-saline gels with a total salt content of 0.35 mass
% in the ammonium heptamolybdate – lanthanum (III) nitrate (a) and ammonium metavana-
date – lanthanum (III) nitrate (b) systems. PVA – polyvinyl alcohol concentration in mass %;
MoO3(V2O5) – La2O3 content in mol. %. The gel separation area is shaded
It should be noted that when there are acidic reactions in the solutions, the anionic forms of oxygen-containing
ions of molybdenum, tungsten, and vanadium are able to transform into cationic molybdenyl- and vanadyl-type
forms. In the case of tungsten, especially without any organic component, there may be precipitation of the so-
called tungstic acidic mixture. The precursor’s acidity has an effect on the results of pyrolytic synthesis of these
metallic oxides, which was shown, in particular, in [198].
3. Features of precursor combustion and oxide material synthesis
When producing oxide materials, the precursor combustion is characterized by a number of parameters such as
the burning rate, pyrolysis localization in the volume of the reaction medium, its temperature, the composition and
temperature of the gases released, etc. These parameters are determined by the nature of components used in the
original compositions, the ratio of the oxidant (mainly, the nitrate part of the system) and reductant (the organic
component). The nitrate ions are the oxidizing agent as part of homogeneous organic-inorganic compositions. The
thermal nitrate decomposition itself is accompanied by release of gaseous products which have oxidizing properties
(oxygen, nitrogen oxides), herewith, an active oxidizing agent may be the atomic oxygen at the time of its emission
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(nascent state). On the contrary, during thermal degradation, the salts of organic acids (formates, acetates, etc.)
create a reducing environment due to the availability of such gases as carbon mono- and dioxide and, sometimes,
hydrogen. The organic salt decomposition may generate carbon; the degradation of these salts may result in
reduced forms of metals such as copper – Cu+, Cu0. Considering that it is possible to create mixed precursors
comprising salts of different origin, this aspect can be used to regulate the intensity of pyrolysis, production of
materials which include low-oxidized metals. Nitrates of various metal groups undergo thermal decomposition at
significantly different temperatures. In addition, degradation can occur stepwise. Below, we address such a case
exemplified by the salt destruction when producing YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBC).
Ba(NO3)2 = Ba(NO2)2 + O2
Ba(NO2)2 = BaO + NO + NO2
Y(NO3)3 = YONO3 + 2NO2 + 1/2O2
2YONO3 = Y2O3 + 2NO2 + 1/2O2
Cu(NO3)2 = CuO + 2NO2 + 1/2O2
It should be noted that the step degradation may lead to broken homogeneity in the synthesis products due
to the growing granules of the newly formed intermediate oxide phases. Stepwise salt destruction is usually
manifested in the complex oxide production by thermal salt mixture decomposition which is not accompanied by
the use of organic components. The thermal destruction temperatures vary greatly for nitrates of different metals,
for example, these temperatures are ranged 100 to 800◦C when producing YBC. Part of the nitrates, the salts
of alkaline earth and some transition metals, are decomposed through a melting stage. The resulting melts are
corrosive and can interact actively with the materials of reaction vessels.
Application of nitrate-organic precursors enables one to solve most of these problems. First of all, the
exothermic pyrolysis temperature of the system decreases upon introduction of organic components into the mixture
of metal nitrates (Fig. 17). In most cases, the combustion itself is reflected in the thermal analysis results
as a single intensive exothermic effect. Experiments show that, other things being the same, the maximum
combustion rates and the developing temperatures are usually achieved in the nitrate precursors comprising organic
components with nitrogen atoms in the oxidation degree of 3−, as entering into an energetic reaction (up to
explosion) of comproportionation with nitrate nitrogen (5+) atoms. These (nitrogen (3−)) include, for example,
polyvinylpyrrolidone, glycine. Therefore, these substances can be considered as analogs in a sense, in terms of
implementation of the pyrolytic oxide synthesis. Polyvinyl alcohol, ethylene glycol, glycerol consisting of a carbon
skeleton with hydroxyl groups attached act as another precursor group of similar interaction. The thermograms
(Figs. 17,18) [165, 169] show that in the process of heating, the salt mixture decomposition is accompanied by a
number of endothermic effects of the stepwise decomposition of the respective nitrates, whereas with a polymer
available, the sign of thermal effects changes, the decomposition temperature decreases due to the combustion
effect, the sample mass stabilizes at a substantially lower temperature.
FIG. 17. Thermograms (D-1500Q derivatograph) of reaction mixtures; a – cobalt, lanthanum,
strontium nitrates; b – the same with PVA introduced
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Calculation of precursor combustion reactions is usually carried out based on the condition of carbon dioxide,
water and molecular nitrogen release as evolved gaseous products (see for instance [94, 112, 118, 202]). The
defined ratio between the nitrate part of the system and the organic component is considered stoichiometric, which
corresponds to the imputation rate ϕ = 1. When ϕ < 1, the reaction system lacks the organic component, and
when ϕ > 1, there is an excess which may ultimately require additional oxidation, for example, by atmospheric
oxygen. Oxidants, in particular, additional oxygen may be required and should be taken into account when the
metal components are available low valent compounds in the salt compositions, e.g., Co2+, Mn2+ rather than
characteristic (3+ and 4+) for many oxides. In some cases, where there are stably oxidized metallic components,
a simplified stoichiometry calculation scheme can be used. This should take into account a free nitric acid as well,
when they use acid solutions with its excess:
It can be assumed that pyrolysis processes occur the most intensively in various systems if the ratio is ϕ = 1.
In this respect, the experiments on the measurement of the real temperature-time combustion parameters are deemed
quite interesting. Such experiments have been implemented, in particular, by synthesis of calcium zirconate CaZrO3
[112, 118] as a practically important material for producing dielectric and refractory ceramics, a component of the
photocatalytic and luminescent systems, solid electrolytes with different conductivity. Calcium metazirconate was
synthesized by the SCS method [203], using various organic reagents such as β-alanine [204], citric acid [205,206]
or citric acid with urea [207], glycine [138, 208] for the combustion reaction. To determine the combustion
parameters in [112, 118], the synthesis was carried out in glycine-nitrate systems. To achieve reproducible results,
they provided the same geometry of the reaction vessel and the same type of solvent evaporation. The synthesis
temperature of CaZrO3 was recorded using two thermocouples with a measurement period of 0.12–0.2 s. The
temperature of the gases released was measured by an infrared pyrometer. The gas composition was determined by
a gas analyzer. Depending on the ϕ-value, there were three types of pyrolytic processes observed. When ϕ < 0.8
(Fig. 19), the pyrolysis occurred in amorphization (smoldering combustion), the reaction was gradually spreading
in the reactant environment as a narrow combustion front occurring at relatively low temperature and gentle
temperature profile. When the ϕ-values were ranged 0.8−1.1 (overall combustion), the process time was minimal
(Fig. 19), the combustion spread quickly over the whole reaction volume. When ϕ ≥1.2, the combustion occurred
in a manner similar to that of SHS. The reaction medium was highly heated some time after the combustion
front had occurred. The maximum process temperature did not meet the stoichiometric ratio, and was achieved at
ϕ =1.3 (Fig. 20). At low ϕ-values, significant amounts of nitrogen oxides were released, as calcium and zirconyl
nitrates could decompose thermally like salts. At high ϕ-values, there was increased content of carbon monoxide
in the gaseous environment. The absence of the area where combustion occurred with no release of nitrogen oxides
and carbon monoxide suggests that the actual processes differ from the design scheme. It must be assumed that
divergence of the processes from theoretical ideas will increase with local inhomogeneities appearing in the overall
component distribution. The use of PVP precursors as an organic component can lead to the formation of another
redox interaction product when an excess of nitrogen, being initially oxidized as 3-, is incompletely oxidized by the
nitrogen nitrate and forms a lower nitrogen oxide. The data from GC-MS analysis of the gas composition during
air pyrolysis of the film PVP composition with Ag, La, Mn nitrates showed that after removal of water, there were
two stages of N2O release, followed by significant CO2 emission with impurities of organic substances. Against
this background, there were emissions of certain amounts of NO and NO2 (Fig. 21; the thermogram is shown in
Fig. 18). In some cases, the oxide SCS products can contain the residual carbon coloring white materials with a
gray or brownish tint.
In the thermal analysis of the oxide SCS production processes, the thermograms display, in addition to the
main exothermic effect, the availability of at least another one being less intensive (Fig. 17,18). The origin
of this maximum can be explained by the burnout of residual carbon. At a relatively low temperature in the
additional thermal treatment of the SCS products, the carbon is almost completely removed. Thus, the carbon
content did not exceed thousandths of a percent in the YBa2Cu3O7−δ samples produced by the SCS method in the
metallic nitrates – PVA system where its presence is critical [153]. The carbon oxidation by oxygen is accelerated
during additional heat treatment of the materials produced, and facilitated with catalytic properties of the oxide
systems. Such properties, to different extents, are characteristic for many oxides, including YBa2Cu3O7−δ , which
are composed of transition metals [202]. It is especially typical for oxides based on metals which change rather
easily the oxidation degree and are capable to form compounds with low metal - oxygen binding energy, such
as Cu, Mn, Co, etc. The carbon is also oxidized effectively in the oxides, including lanthanum vanadates [201]
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FIG. 18. Thermogram of the reaction mixture (polymer saline composition) containing the ni-
trates of lanthanum (III), silver (I) manganese (II) and PVP, the heating rate is 10◦C/min. T is
the temperature
FIG. 19. Temperature combustion profiles in the CaZrO3 synthesis
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FIG. 20. Maximum combustion temperatures attained as depending on the ϕ-parameter
FIG. 21. CO, NO, NO2 concentration in combustion products
doped with alkali metal ions where, as expected, the intermediate unstable carbonate complexes are formed. In
general, the catalytic processes have a sufficiently strong effect on the precursor production and pyrolysis [202].
Some compounds with labile-oxidized metals affect organic compounds at the stage of preparing solutions. Thus,
in concentrated solutions of the moderately heated iron (III) nitrate and PVA, the intensive redox reaction starts
with gassing and self-heating. In some cases, a catalytic effect is evident after the production of film precursors. It
is typical, for example, for compounds of molybdenum and tungsten, especially in an acidic environment. When
poorly heated and exposed to light, there are reactions with partial metal reduction to the oxidation degree of
(5+), the appearance of blue color, and, sometimes, of the spongy film structure due to gases released. During
combustion of the compositions, the catalytic properties of their constituent compounds are achieved.
Special studies have shown that the combustion rate of the PVA-based film precursors depends essentially on
the possibility to change the oxidation degree of the metal components, and the availability of catalytic properties
in the intermediate phases and the synthesis products. The precursors containing nitrates of stably oxidized alkaline
and rare earth elements combust slowly and unstably, there is no intense pyrolysis [202] (Tables 4, 5). More
stable and high-rate combustion is characteristic for the films containing the transition metallic nitrates and silver
(Table 5). The factors decreasing the combustion rate may be the existence of crystalline hydrates formed by
nitrates. The combustion rate may enhance the catalytic properties, which is clearly exemplified by the systems
in which the respective complex oxides are formed. The catalytic action of metallic silver which appears as
nanoparticles during combustion may result from the ability to change its oxidation, Ag0 ↔Ag1+. It can be
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assumed that the paramount importance to enable the catalytic effect on precursors at different synthesis stages is
a result of the Red/Ox potentials for the respective ions which are given in Table 4 to illustrate the above.
TABLE 4. Oxidation potential of reactions and the catalytic effect of inorganic ions
No Reaction E, V No Reaction E, V
1 Fe3+ + e¯ → Fe2+ +0.771* 10 MoO2+2 + e¯ → MoO+2 +0.48**
2 Mn3+ + e¯ → Mn2+ +1.51*** 11 WO2−4 + 4H2O + 6e¯ → W0 + 8OH− −1.05
3 Co3+ + e¯ → Co2+ +1.95*** 12 WO2−4 + 8H+ + 6e¯ → W0 + 4H2O +0.05
4 Co2+ + 2e¯ → Co0 −0.29 13 Sr2+ + 2e¯ → Sr0 −2.89
5 Cu2+ + e¯ → Cu+ +0.159 14 La3+ + 3e¯ → La0 −2.52
6 Cu2+ + 2e¯ → Cu0 +0.345 15 NO−3 + 2H++ e¯ →NO2 + H2O +0.80
7 Cu+ + e¯ → Cu0 +0.531 16 NO−3 + 4H++3e¯ →NO + 2H2O +0.96
8 Cr3+ + e¯ → Cr2+ −0.41 17 NO−3 + 2H2O + 3e¯ →NO + 4OH− −0.14
9 Ag+ + e¯ → Ag0 +0.7994** 18 2NO−3 + 12H++ 10e¯ →N2 + 6H2O +0.73
*The catalytic effect is manifested directly in solutions;
**the effect begins to reveal in films;
***the catalytic effect during pyrolysis.
TABLE 5. Combustion rate of PVA-based compositions
No Saline constituents of the composition Combustion rate, cm.min−1
1 Cobalt nitrate 3–4
2 Strontium nitrate 3–5
3 Lanthanum nitrate 2–4**
4 Manganese nitrate 5–7
5 Silver nitrate 10–15
6 Strontium nitrate and cobalt nitrate (SrCoOx)* 11–13
7 Lanthanum nitrate and cobalt nitrate (LaCoO3±y)* 14–18
8 Lanthanum nitrate and manganese nitrate (LaMnO3±y)* 13–16
9 Lanthanum nitrate, silver nitrate, and manganese nitrate 15–20
(La1−xAgxMnO3±y)*
10 Silver nitrate and manganese nitrate (AgMn2O4)* 30–40
*The synthesized oxide composition
**Unstable combustion
The basic mechanisms of pyrolytic oxide synthesis reveal in the thermochemical processes in the reactors where
the solutions of organic-inorganic compositions are sprayed in a heated zone (spray pyrolysis). The positive effect
of the available organic component also manifests in this case, since the fractional component crystallization, as
well as stepwise thermal destruction, may occur in the pure salt mixtures, starting with the least soluble component.
Ceramic oxide coatings are produced similarly, when the solutions are sprayed in doses on a heated media [169].
In addition, the polymer component provides for the formation of the initial film, which is then pyrolized, on the
surface of the media.
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Studies of polymer-salt compositions (PSC) revealed a phenomenon that can significantly affect the results of
the oxide material synthesis, the effect of thermochemical precursor charge generation [209]. Initially, this phe-
nomenon was explored in polymer-saline, primarily PVA-based films by heating them below the initial combustion
temperature [209, 210]. A clear demonstration of charges in the films which were homoelectrets in that case, i.e.
the two of their sides had the charge of the same polarity, represented an experiment where two samples were
suspended parallel to each other and repulsed mutually and intensely, along with their deformation (bend), when
heated. Placing the film between two electrodes which created a DC electric field, they managed to identify the
film polarities which could vary depending on the composition. The measurement of potentials generated in the
films gave a rather substantial charge density, around 1.7·10−6 C/cm2. The charges existed steadily in the samples.
During polarization by constant field based on salt-doped PVA films, they produced chemoheteroelectrets. The
origin of charges can be attributed to a number of reasons. One of the main reasons is, in particular, the possibility
of emission of volatile substances from the film by heating, which are composed of charged particles able to carry
off the electrons or, on the contrary, have a positive charge by transferring an electron to the film. Such particles
may be considered to be the ammonium molecules if the films include any salts of ammonium, water, H2O(−),
nitrogen oxide (NO+), carbon dioxide, etc. Inter alia, the possibility of formation of particles with the “sticking”
CO3(−) electron cannot be ruled out [210,211]. Therefore, the film charge depends on the nature of the outbound
charged particles in each case, as the charge polarity may change during heating.
The emergence of charges is facilitated by the fact that when the films are heated, some ions included in
the film structure, as noted above, tend to change its oxidation state. In particular, a number of ions tend to be
recovered by interaction with organic components (copper ions), while another to be oxidized by reactions with
nitrates. Consequently, the charge polarity can be determined by the predominantly occurring redox processes and
Red/Ox potentials. Moreover, there is a possibility of such a phenomenon as mechanic electron emission out of
polymeric materials [210, 211] with decreased electron liberation, the tunneling phenomena are known to occur
in these materials. When heated, the polymer saline films, as shown in [150, 196], undergo significant changes,
sometimes alternating, in their geometry, which can lead in particular to mechanical stresses.
We give the charge polarities in some films as an example. In particular, positive charges are formed
in the PVA ammonium heptamolybdate-containing compositions, the negative are formed in the copper nitrate
compositions [210]. The negative charge was observed in nitrate-polymer precursors intended for synthesis of
superconducting YBa2Cu3O7−δ . When the formates of the respective metals were used as the salt constituents of
this system, the initial positive charge was then changed to negative. In most cases, the most intensive process of
film charge formation was temperature-correlated with maximum emission of gaseous compounds revealed during
gravimetric analysis of the samples. The assessment showed that the measured film charges can emerge if a
single elementary charge is generated upon removal of about 230,000 molecules out of the film to the gaseous
environment. The charge-filling density of conditional traps per a space charge at specific film weight of 1.4 g/cm3,
according to the estimation, reaches the values of about 2·1015 charges per cubic centimeter, i.e., approaches the
limit values for certain polymeric film materials [211].
It is important that the newly formed charges are preserved on the oxide nanoparticles emerged after PSC
pyrolysis at higher temperatures. Thus, during the synthesis of the samarium-doped cerium oxide, Ce1−xSmxO2−d,
there is a negative potential of about 400 V at the stage of solvent removal from the polymer-nitrate aqueous
solutions by heating in a porcelain cup. After the composition combustion, the powder product produced had a
negative charge and potential of about 200 V with respect to ground. The eponymous charges of the particles
lead to their mutual repulsion. Depending on the magnitude of the particle charge, the combustion process forms
the materials in which the aggregation is implemented to different extents, which greatly affects their ability to be
sintered, in particular, the temperature interval of intensive powder sintering when producing ceramics. In the case
of maximum charges, there are powders produced with minimal contact between the particles, large excess surface
energy values, and accordingly, enhanced sintering behavior. In the case of lower charges, the excess surface energy
is partly consumed during combustion, which leads to more close contacts, ensuring further existence of ensembles
of particles which are more resistant to sintering. It helps control the properties of the resulting powders [212].
4. Oxide material production by SCS
The application of the above-described SCS method allows producing oxide nanomaterials both as nanopowders
and nanocrystalline coatings on a variety of media, as well as controlling the properties of materials. Since the
previous section addressed the occurrence of charges in precursors, we should comment on the ability to control
the properties of materials using this phenomenon. There are ratios of organic components and nitrates which
correspond to the most intensive SCS flow and the maximum thermal generation during the reaction (see, for
example [94, 96, 112, 118, 213]). However, more significant charge accumulation was observed in compositions
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containing a substantial excess of the organic component. The combination of these factors leads to the fact
that, in the first case, the synthesis leads to closely contacted ensembles of particles which are more resistant
to sintering. In the second case, there are spot-contacted ensembles which are more prone to sintering at lower
temperatures. This approach to control the powder properties is useful, for example, in producing solid-oxide fuel
cells or electrochemical oxygen sources [214] when single-cycle sintering of the oxygen-conducting membrane with
electrodes is economically and technically feasible. This requires, in particular, synchronizing the run of sintering
temperature curves for different materials, for instance, for the strontium-doped lanthanum manganite and yttrium
oxide-stabilized zirconium dioxide (YSZ). When using a similar material as a component of the applied catalytic
systems, this, by contrast, requires providing greater resistance to sintering and preserving a specific surface area.
It should be noted that the specific surface of the SCS-produced initial powders, however, differs slightly with
different degree of particle contacts.
It should be noted that it is possible to generate oxides with variously sized crystallites by incrementally
increasing the thermal treatment temperature of the SCS-produced powders [94–99, 130, 161]. As SCS oxide
nanoparticles are prone to aggregation, their structure and dimensions should be studied by a complex of methods
[215]. The studies in [157, 158, 161, 162, 169, 197, 198, 212, 216] showed the necessity to use such methods as
the x-ray diffraction, line broadening analysis, small-angle x-ray and neutron scattering, transmission electron
microscopy, low-temperature gas adsorption curve analysis, etc.
One of the features of oxide material synthesis from organic-inorganic compositions is that the main or a
substantial material portion formed in the combustion can be amorphous [95, 96, 98, 99, 126, 169, 197, 198]. This,
in particular, results in the possibility to significantly reduce the temperature of additional thermal treatment for
final production. The transition from the amorphous to the crystalline superfine state can lead to formation
of globular particles with a well-developed, including fractal, surface [130, 159, 169, 197, 198]. Generally, the
increased firing temperature leads to a smoothed surface of the particles [157–159, 161, 169, 197, 198]. At the
time of crystallization, some of the material, as shown in [157–159, 169, 197, 198] represents a combination of
one- or two-dimensional formations, to which the concept of specific surface area is just conditionally applicable.
Experimental measurements of the specific surface by sorption methods can give rather high values in these
cases [157–161, 169, 197, 198]. Thus, the specific surface and fractal structure maxima can be incompatible, and
the different structures of particles can be realized at the same value of the specific surface. For example, small
globular particles with a smoother surface or greater ones, but with non-smooth boundary, can be formed. The latter
may be preferable for use as catalysts, in particular with respect to the active center distribution and energetics.
This should be considered when choosing conditions for the synthesis of catalysts and oxide materials of a different
functional purpose.
The results of examining the possibilities and causes of impurity phases in oxide systems in the SCS processes
bear interest in practical terms. We should note here that these impurity phases do not interfere with the successful
use of materials in many cases [126, 130, 158, 160, 165, 169, 201, 212], although it is sometimes necessary to make
the material be single-phase [94, 96, 99, 106, 107, 112, 118, 159, 169]. Heterogeneous solid-phase systems are used
in catalysis where the impurity phases often play the role of promoters and co-catalysts, as in the silver-inclusive
lanthanum manganites [126,130,158,160]. In the superconducting materials, a newly formed impurity can serve as
a pinning center [169]. The possibilities of impurity emergence may be divided at least into two stages [169, 217]
in accordance with the steps of precursor production and combustion. In the first step, the formation of impurities
(solutions) may be contributed by the relatively low solubility of specific salts, their formation of low-soluble
compounds with other components, and hydrolysis of some compounds resulting in hydroxides. The latter applies,
for example, to salts of transition metals, particularly iron, in cases where the acidity of solutions is insufficient.
Against the background of organic-inorganic compositions, the newly formed hydroxides are sometimes difficult
to see visually, however, their formation may be irreversible after aging of precipitations, which leads to broken
homogeneity of the precursors.
At the stage of combustion, the formation of impurity phases is also possible due to the fact that different gas
environment appears in SCS, depending on the precursor composition, as noted above. In terms of the reducing
environment, some metal components are capable, as ions, of reducing up to the formation of impurity phases
which include low-valent metals [130, 150, 151, 165, 169, 202, 217]. Such facts were recorded during the synthesis,
although they were not always paid adequate attention. As an example, when producing ferrites, cobaltites,
manganites with ABO3 (A stands for rare - earth and alkaline-earth elements, B stands for transition metal ions)
perovskite structure, the impurity phases are often found [130, 158, 169, 217], in particular, show that during the
synthesis, the amount of the impurity phase depends on the component ϕ-ratio (PVA – nitrate). The distribution
of impurities in the material produced can have a significant effect on its functional properties. In most cases,
the optimal is the existence of nanoscale impurities as uniformly distributed in the main phase environment. By
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choosing the appropriate synthesis conditions in [130], it was managed to achieve, in particular, this distribution of
silver nanoparticles in the doped lanthanum manganite.
There are interesting attempts to purposefully influence the texture of the resulting SCS oxide materials. Thus,
in [155,169], the synthesis was carried out in a magnetic field of the magnetic oxide phases with magnetoplumbite-
type structure based on lanthanum and cobalt-doped strontium hexaferrite, Sr1−xLaxFe12−x CoxO19. As a result,
they managed to increase the coercive material force, although they failed to significantly affect the magnitude
of the residual specific magnetization. [155, 169] showed the influence of the synthesis environment on coercive
force of the magnets, which was increased during SCS in a reducing environment due to the generation of defects
resulting from iron reduction to Fe2+.
In SCS production of oxide materials as catalytic coatings, they observed another variant of impurity phase
formation which occurred due to interaction between the active nanosized catalyst particles and the intermediate
carrier [212]. In particular, the formation of aluminum-manganese spinel of several nanometers thick, as found
in [212], showed a marked promoter-wise effect in relation to the system which included aluminum oxide and
perovskite. The effect was observed in oxidizing catalytic reactions of carbon monoxide and organic compounds,
reduction of nitrogen oxides in a gaseous environment.
5. Environmental aspects of the SCS implementation
As shown in [112, 118] and demonstrated in Fig. 21, an appreciable amount of carbon monoxide and nitrogen
oxides may be released during SCS. To solve the problem of environmental protection, as it turned out, the
nanostructured catalysts deposited on nickel foam with an aluminum oxide sublayer serve the purpose, as well as
doped lanthanum manganites produced by SCS [130, 158, 160, 202, 212]. Even with a volley emission of nitrogen
oxides and carbon monoxide during the pyrolysis of original compositions, the devices based on these catalysts can
successfully cope with the purification of gases [130, 157, 158, 160, 202, 212]. This is facilitated by both CO and
NOx available in the waste gases, which are catalytically converted into CO2 and N2 in the hot pyrolytic gases.
Rapidly flowing SCS processes can be accompanied by significant emission of dust particles from the reaction
zone. Taking into account the charges on the particles, the use of electrostatic precipitators is possible to trap
the particles and their aggregates. Moreover, in some cases, additional ionization of the trapped particles is not
required, and the process is implemented due to their own charge.
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